• An area B, in which the probability that C exceeds the RL, is greater than p (typically 10%); prob B (C>RL)>p; measure = prob B
• The areas B which represent the upper 10% of AM B (C); measure = percentile
• An area, in which the collective exposure (e.g., AM B (C)×population) is among the upper 10%
Important:
There is no "natural" definition of RPA! Therefore, also no "true" RPA! RPAs always depend on definition and to some extent, on estimation method. This is partly a political decision, partly a pragmatic one (i.e., availability of data).
Consequence: RPAs may, in general, not be comparable across borders. This may create communication and credibility problems. Discussing this and proposing solutions is another subject of the Metro Radon project. One way may be a map of the Rn hazard index (RHI -currently under development) as "universal" (but still to an extent deliberate) measure of Rn "priorityness". RPA estimationa classification problem Decision about whether a geographical unit shall be labelled RPA or not (in the case of multinomial definition, which grade of "Rn priorityness" it should be assigned): a classification problem. If estimated from secondary quantities: conditional and cross classification. Existing solutions are pragmatic in the sense that they have to rely on available data and on external "political" parameters such as reference levels and tolerable uncertainty.
Classification uncertainty Whereas the uncertainties of the estimated actual levels of the Rn measure are commonly quantified by confidence intervals, the ones of classes are given by first and second kind classification error probabilities. The complication consists in the large spatial variability of indoor Rn, also in small scale (∼high nugget). Whether estimated from indoor Rn directly or from secondary quantities, this may lead to large classification uncertainty. In particular: for geographical units whose Rn measure is close to the class limits. Secondary quantities:
• Soil radon, geogenic Rn potential: surveys in a few countries.
Mostly grab sampling with probes, 70 cm -1.2 m deep.
• Geochemistry (U concentration in the ground): European databases, e.g. GEMAS & FOREGS, national and regional surveys.
• Terrestrial gamma dose: EURDEP system (European emergency monitoring system, ca. 5500 stations in continuous operation); national and regional surveys.
• Geology: e.g. OneGeology map; national geological maps. Example 1, cont. 
Secondary variable: Y= Geogenic Rn potential (GRP).
Modelled by SGS on 10 km × 10 km grid, geology as deterministic predictor.
RPA definition: grid cell B = RPA, if p:=prob B (Z>300 Bq/m³) > 3 × German average ≈ 10%.
p estimated by enhanced empirical exceedance prob., assuming LN within cells, GSD=2.
Cell labelled RPA or non-RPA with confidence 90%, i.e. 1. and 2. kind error probability <0. 
Uncertainties
• Data uncertainty -Radiometric data: counting uncertainty; -"Semantic" data uncertainty: possibly erroneous attribute of measurement, e.g. room recorded to be in ground but in reality first floor; -Uncertainty about representativeness of data used for inference.
• Model uncertainty -"minimal model": sample statistics, e.g. mean or exceedance probability from raw data sampling statistic uncertainty (SD of the mean, bias of SD) -Data uncertainty inflates dispersion bias e.g. of exceedance probability -Structural uncertainty: choice of model -Estimation uncertainty, e.g. of regression parameters -⇒ Prediction uncertainty
•
Problem, specific to RPA mapping: dwellings vs. workplaces -RPA estimation mostly based on dwellings, because large datasets available; but legally relevant for public buildings and workplaces (BSS Art.54,2); -Latter and former types of buildings have different Rn characteristic, in general ⇒ what has been estimated based on dwellings, may not be true for workplaces.
• RPAs are "random objects". Understood as realizations of a stochastic process, all realizations of RPA maps look differently.
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To-do
• Estimation methodology: improvements still possible!
• Uncertainty budgets: largely missing!
• Practically: -how to communicate the fact that RPAs are "random objects"? -how to deal with RPA uncertainty in administrative decision-making?
